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Reviewer's report:

The authors have addressed many points I have highlighted, but would like further clarifications on the following:

p3/line53: 'open ended patient input', can the authors pls explain this notion, pls?

p4/line 33-34: I think the authors make an assumption here that during the OMERACT project patients may have not felt comfortable due to presence of academics, clinicians etc. How do the authors know how patient representative felt at the time? In my view this assumption is unhelpful.

p4/line 45: pls grammatically correct: ...'AN open ended question...... and then ranked THEM.

p4/line 50: satisfaction of what specifically?

p5/line 8-10: the 'high volume' notion seems to be an American expression, difficult to understand as a European, also as repeated twice, in my view this is unhelpful.

p5/line18: who contacted the non-responders by telephone/email, the surgeons who invited patients initially?

p5/line35: why is marital status important to include in the basic characteristics, what impact did this status have on the outcomes, not clear to me.

p5/line58: what do the authors mean by 'overall satisfaction', this notion is too vague and not clear to the reader in my view.

p7/line16: the data was re-analysed, how is that possible without transcribing the group sessions, this is very unclear to me, how did you include all the accounts (which bring the paper much more alive) how was the process from audiorecorded nominal group meetings to obtaining data handled without transcribing the content of the sessions, resulting in a thematic analysis?

p7/line40: pls provide a relevant reference for the data saturation, this is a very important and delicate point in the qual research method.
p11/line19: why did the author state that this was a 'significant theme', unclear to me, how was the theme more significant to the other ones?

p12/line30:..we sampled from a practice.....', pl change to 'we recruited or invited participants from a practice', as we are dealing with people.

Basic Characteristic Table: pl explain what a home maker is for non-American readers.
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